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Narrative 


The Western Humboldt Foundation for Farmer Advocacy,LLC is a nonprofit created 

from our legacy cannabis farm, Lost Creek Farms. We are 100% Humboldt residents 

and have been for decades. Both of my husband  and myself have spent a 

lot of time serving the community and being involved in activism. (see resumes)We 

have included paperwork from both entities since one directly funds the other. We are 

asking for help with culvert installation since there are several farms on our road that 

use this vulnerable spot. In addition to environmental and market concerns it would 

also be helpful during fire season in case of an evacuation .


 The proposed project would be  a 2 culvert installation  on the private side of Panther 

Gap Road after the county road , along with brush removal and some rock and 

grading. The funds will be used to make this portion of the road smoother and easier 

for farms on this road to get goods to market and to be able to get better local 

deliveries.  Workers and owners will have an easier time getting to the job site and a 

safer access in case of fire. This project will also protect Salmon habitat by preventing 

run-off from getting in to the Mattole River.


 When the county initially proposed Road Associations I was advised by counsel not to 

pursue it since they are not often successful and bare the cost of organizing and legal 

fees. Despite not having a formal entity our farm was forced to fulfill the role of a Road 

Association  this summer since we have lived in the area a long time (40 years ) and 



have a history of  community organizing. After asking several neighbors on the road 

and being promised participation, but getting nothing I reluctantly agreed with my 

lawyer. My hope is that if the nonprofit receives the grant that we can inspire more 

community minded participants and will create the Road Association that will continue 

to operate without grant funding.


Revenue Contribution 


 This grant will directly affect the operations of several small & medium sized farms in 

this watershed. Every one of the pounds produced on these farms crosses this road 

eventually. Many trailers  are towed  back and forth on this access and the lack of 

culverts makes deliveries impossible . Several times we have had to meet deliveries at 

the county road and load all the goods on to our rig, making several trips. Propane 

deliveries wouldn’t come this spring until we bought rock and were able to fix it but this 

is a temporary solution and not the best for the salmon .There are several  family farms 

whose permits are in process for whom this road work would be a make or break 

scenario .  It sustains & increases the tax revenue by keeping these farms viable.  This 

is an area where due to nature of growing, land is relatively a good investment and 

young families can start out with little to no overhead. If farms in this part of the county 

continue to thrive and increase in value despite the transportation issues, families and 

businesses can come up.


Job Creation and Retention


There are many cultivation sites in Panther Gap Road, all who employ at least 2 people, 

most have more. Our farms alone employ five full time employees and a myriad of 

other services not limited to : supply stores, foresters, a payroll service, two 



accountants , engineers, more than 3 lawyers,  a graphic artist, local distributor and all 

that entails, an extraction company, clone companies, a technical support engineer 

and many other indirect personnel . The easier it is for us to get our most basic 

transportation needs met, the more we can grow and continue to hire out for all the 

anticipated needs.


Adds to the sustainability of the industry 

 As owners of a failed Ag Co-op ( The Sungrower’s Guild) we have learned that the 

most important piece of the cannabis business puzzle was the cultivation part, 

specifically how we can compete with big farms in the Central Valley. Without the 

product from small Humboldt farms , at a comparable price the whole county is unable 

to compete with flat acreage and a ready workforce. This project would make it easier 

to get to town and reduce trips to the mechanic for everyone who uses the road which 

will in turn allow us to get better quality workers  and options for support people as 

well. Inspectors will have an easier time navigating this road making the unpermited 

cultivators less brazen and making it more difficult for them to hide. There are still a few 

small farms with young families who are eligible but deterred from permitting because 

of the associated costs  and overall distrust of government agencies .This project 

would provide support and hope to those still trying to make their own small legal 

cultivation . As a mother I understand the key to overall economic sustainability is the 

ability for young people to work on a farm and then own their own farms. This is 

possible in Panther Gap with the exception of legacy road issues that will deter new 

ownership.


Solvency




The  nonprofit organization requesting this grant came about because our farm has 

been financially solvent for decades. If other small farms are given community support 

in the same way we were ( the MRC would occasionally grade this very road for the 

benefit of the salmon but it helped our farm tremendously ) it would assist them in their 

own abilities to be solvent.Also as I mentioned this has traditionally been a place where 

newcomers to the industry could be relatively solvent within a few years. I would like to 

keep Panther Gap an area where new families can have successful homestead farms.


Objectives


This project reaches the stated objectives in that it clearly helps the environment and  

the small scale cultivators ,which has a ripple effect in the overall economy in 

Humboldt County, and the burgeoning cannabis buisinesses to come.  More small local 

businesses can meet our needs with the improved transportation . Success can be 

measured by overall  cultivation tax increases in general as farms continue to thrive, 

other ancillary cannabis businesses opening  and participating in partnerships with our 

area & in increased property tax as these parcels retain & increase their value in rural 

parts of the county. 


Preparedness 


This project is unique in that the county is already planning on working on their portion 

of the road after a terrible slide that required a shuttle, fences and a death of a legacy 

cannabis farmer due to the county’s locked gate. If we could plan the two projects in 

conjunction it would save money in transportation of heavy equipment and use the 

same team which the county always employs and who have an excellent working 

knowledge of the terrain and this particular road in general. We would have access to 



maps and recent satellite imagery. It would be a smooth transition and would take less 

time in general to execute . I have also contacted Head of Redwoods State Park Roads 

Division and they are supportive and even offered to come service their portions of the 

road this summer.


Long Term Sustainability


If Western Humboldt Foundation is granted this funding we will increase the 

sustainability by creating a Panther Gap Road Association  immediately . This Road 

association will be able to secure their own funds moving forward.With safer access 

more the small farmers will be able to thrive and to get vital deliveries . If more of the 

cultivators in this area continue to be successful despite the challenges it will 

encourage more small buisinesses, more tax revenue and will keep the Mattole cleaner.


Economy


This grant will increase Humboldt’s competitive edge by allowing small farms offgrid to 

keep their viability and access to some services.It encourages solar & green solutions 

whenever possible. These small boutique cultivations  are what drives all the other 

supporting buisiness in town and transportation is the single biggest issue.


Environment 


This project has a multitude of environmental components that make it a good 

candidate . The culverts themselves are badly needed and will prevent silt and dirt from 

getting into the waterway which is a tributary of the Mattole River. This will preserve 

Salmon Habitat . It would be completed in accordance with California State Law so no 

habitats would be disturbed while work commenced.




It is hoped that combining this project   with the reconstruction of the county road that 

resources will be conserved as heavy equipment and other personal will already be 

within 5 miles. 


It will also encourage more sungrown farmers to look in to regenerative practices and 

other green energy solutions .When the transportation is simpler, famers are able to 

concentrate on other factors of production . For instances our whole farm switched to 

solar snap fans (a completely Humboldt based & owned company ) after saving for two 

harvests. With a safe access  assured, farmers will be able to pursue investments in 

greener technology .


Additional Information


When we first moved to Panther Gap it was a vibrant, successful community tucked 

away from the rest of county. The more solvent these little farms were, the less we had 

to resort to community activism to fix the road. With the advent of legalization, people 

in Panther Gap became discouraged that the focus seemed to be upon shutting down 

generational farms to move them to expensive, non existent land in the Valley.  

 

 

 the inability of many residents to afford the associated 

fees, and the many new computer regulatory  related tasks, Panther Gap has seen a 

shift in population and economy.  Having run the Sungrowers Guild before its untimely 

demise from COVID-19, I walked with many of these residents throughout the process 

only to see them run out of money half way through, have their harvests stolen by 



failing distribution companies or become completely discouraged by the new 

regulations developing that make the goalpost seem ever farther.  Farmers are selling/

renting land out to criminals who use the  bad road situation as an excuse to hide while 

they grow illegally, cook meth , human traffic (yes I’ve even seen this,) shoot guns, steal 

,all while bringing more criminals up  the road to hide. Community pride is still there but 

is quick disappearing in favor of a lower common denominator making it all the more 

difficult for those of us trying to operate legally . My hope with this grant is that it will 

pick up where the Sungrowers’ Guild left, to provide support and some sense of place 

for all of us (farmers and not) in Humboldt . 




